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Part four of this module has focused on typography, a central practice to graphic 

design. It looked at a brief history of typography and printing, exploring the idea of 

typography as visual words, hierarchy, typesetting and developing a greater 

appreciation of how typography works.  

 

 
Overall Comments 
 

It has taken a while to get through this module, but you’ve put a lot of hard work into 

this assignment and the results are evident in your deeper understanding of how to 

use typography. Its good that you’ve also used the opportunity to develop your 

understanding of Illustrator and the various tangents you’ve explored should be 

encouraged – learning should involve you following your nose! 

 

Introduction to typography  

This section covered a brief history of typography and printing, as a research point 

you were asked to undertake your own secondary research to find out more about an 

area of typography that interests you, documenting your findings in your visual diary. 

You’ve put together an extensive and detailed response that shows a depth of 

engagement with typography as a subject distinctive to graphic design. It’s 

interesting to note your references were very much located in the signs around you 

(pompous bureaucratic signs etc.) and how this list felt very un-digital – perhaps the 

lure of typography is in its contrast to your digital work? 

 

The visual word 

Typography uses both written and visual languages, which makes it such a powerful 

tool for graphic designers. You were asked to explore this by trying to visually 

represent words such as SAD, SAFE, SARDONIC, first using Helvetica bold and 



then digitally with any software available to you. The first set shows a very good 

sense of visual thinking with your SINKING, SODDEN, SQUEEZE, etc. Your second 

digital set relied more on the additional visual information you provided through the 

cultural references (sweets, Jimmy Cliff record, etc) to make the meaning evident. It 

would have been good to see you work more directly with the typography to suggest 

meaning rather than going for the full on illustration version – essentially working as 

you did in the first version but with more typographic choices at your disposal, for 

example rather than adding raindrops to he word sad, can the idea of rain or tears be 

integrated into the design process such as the undulating fog below: 

 

Zdeněk Ziegler, 1965, www.filmovy-plakat.cz 

http://www.weareoca.com/fine_art/kafkas-friend/ 

 

Your warm up CHA CHA CHA exercise picked up on this, providing a sense of warm 

movement simply by your choice of colour and disruption of your line of text. 

 

The anatomy of a typeface  

This section introduced you to some of the language to describe fonts, typefaces and 

letterforms. To test out your understanding and to get you to look more closely at a 



specific typeface you were asked to undertake a typographic jigsaw puzzle, 

reconstructing the typeface Baskerville from all its component parts. A detailed 

investigation into the Red Pepper and Exodus magazine fonts, demonstrating an eye 

for detail, and a good analytical approach to understanding how typefaces are used 

effectively in different contexts. It was great to see your Heptonstall graveyard photos 

and in particular your sketchbook work in which you explored how these letters were 

formed, the relationship with the x-height etc. You’re picking up qualities of the 

particular typefaces but also the nature of the carving itself – the beauty of a lot of 

signage is not only the letterforms but the relationship between the type and 

materials itself. With your Heptonstall examples the weathering becomes part of the 

letterform itself.  

 

You were also introduced to vernacular typography, which is often created by 

untrained designers or developed to suit the particular needs of a certain location or 

culture. As a research point you were asked to seek out and document some of the 

vernacular typography from your surroundings. There’s a strong sense of place with 

your choices of vernacular typography and it’s great to see you pick out examples of 

well established local typographic cultures (the canal barges, towpath signage) as 

well as anomalies such as the retro 1970s techno curry house sign.  

 

The contrasting African hand-rendered typography are great examples of hand made 

signage that has a real charm about it. I’m biased here because I love this form of 

typography. Interestingly there’s been a real resurgence recently in more bespoke 

typography as you’ve seen by looking at I Love Typography. You might want to 

explore hand-rendering in more detail as a way of generating your own typefaces? 

 

Different typefaces  

Over the years typographers have developed numerous ways of describing and 

categorising typefaces into different families. This section introduced you to some of 

those categories, and through the If the face fits exercise you were asked to create 

your own sample book of typefaces. From this sample book you were asked to 

identify fonts that you could use in a number of contexts, such as a poster to 

advertise an after-school club for boys aged 13–14. I think it’s good to not hold 

yourself back too much - not all typography has to be tasteful, so your girly pink and 

use of comic sans was perfectly permissible and worked well enough, you could 

have probably been even more over the top with it to be honest. The use of slanting 

lines works well as a visual dynamic, especially in the Mandy and Josh versions 



where you’re using the angle of the lines to help with the flow of reading. It’s perhaps 

less successful on the Bored piece because of this dynamic and shouldn’t the Bored 

header suggest boredom and the remaining text provide the visual antidote? 

 

Typesetting  

Typesetting is using type to create words, sentences and lines of text. This section 

explored dealing with larger blocks of text as well as putting some of your other 

typographic choices into practice. As a research point it was suggested that should 

look at newspapers and magazines in terms of legibility and readability, deciding 

which examples were the easiest to read and trying to work out why this was the 

case. The Lorum Ipsum exercise then asked you to put your typesetting into practice 

by taking a few examples from your research and laying it out using dummy text. 

Your Olive Morris layout showed that your approach of twiddling about, analysis of 

what you’ve done, then setting up the rules worked – or put more academically – 

research, ideas, and production. Your analysis is crucial in all of this and I’m glad 

that you’ve picked up on the intuitive aspect of it as well – picking up on the visual 

shape of the text being important.  

 

Hierarchy  

This section looked at how you employed more than one typeface. You were asked 

to explore this by designing pages for an interview with a TV actor in a listings 

magazine entitled: Will Sheila tell the naked truth?, a review of a new piece of 

hardware or software in a specialist computer magazine, and a book review in a 

newspaper’s weekend edition. A thorough approach to the exercise which shows a 

developing sensitivity to working with type in this way – and I generally agreed with 

your narrative / ongoing evaluation of your choices throughout.  

 

 
Feedback on assignment 

Assignment four asked you to design the font for use on the cover of a magazine 

called type and write a short article for the magazine using a range of typefaces, with 

typographic illustrations, drawing on all that you have learned in this section.  

 

An excellent response to the assignment which demonstrates your real passion for 

the non-western type forms and sense of visual dynamic. Nothing wrong with a not 

very serious look at typography – in fact much of the best type is very playful. On the 

whole the underlying structure of columns, headers and choice of body text works 



really well though there are some inconsistencies in terms of lining up photos within 

the columns and perhaps a slightly more generous margin and column gutter would 

have made it feel a bit more spacious. Having said that the use of subheadings, 

insets (using the blue line) and colour were excellent. There was a sense of 

confidence in your layout skills in your ability to establish typographic rules and then 

break them for extra dynamism, by having a range of different typefaces and uses 

your columns for different purposes. The content was excellent and again shows a 

growing appreciation of typography and a broad cultural awareness, including a 

visual history of the question mark itself. 

 

Very good development work throughout and it was great to see a real range of 

digital experimentation going on and referencing of other typography. 

 

Your magazine header type worked really well, and I liked the way in which you used 

it’s structure to house the magazine info. Excellent photo but there was a lot going on 

typographically on top of it, perhaps using some of the structure of the photo as a 

way of integrating the two would have helped? For example using the red space to 

the side of the man as a container for your type? One of your earlier designs used 

the angle of the scaffolding as an anchor point for your header text, I thought this 

was maybe a bit more successful. 

 

Your Heptonstall hanging header font was an excellent first attempt at designing your 

own font, influenced by both Indian / Urdu script and a more playful digitally hand-

drawn quality. Changing the digital brush into something a bit more calligraphic was 

important and while some of the lines are a little bit wobbly still, the hand drawn 

quality does bring a lot to the font. Your later more rounded versions sorted out some 

of the wobbles without loosing the dynamic. It would have been interesting to see 

what results you might have developed if you hand-rendered away from the 

computer?  

 

Learning Logs/Critical essays 

An excellent learning log that comprehensively tracks your progress, wider reference 

points and overall evaluation. 

 

Suggested reading/viewing 

Given your interest in stone carved typography you might want to go for a walk and 

track down The Stanza Stones project with Simon Armitage and Ilkley Literature 



Festival: 

http://www.ilkleyliteraturefestival.org.uk/stanza-stones/ 

 

It would be worth continuing with your general research into typography, perhaps 

informing it further with Type & Typography by Phil Baines / Andrew Haslem. 

 

Assessment potential (after Assignments 1 and 4) 
 
If your aim is to go for Visual Communications Degree and that you plan to submit 

your work for assessment at the end of this course; from the work you have shown in 

this assignment, I suggest that you are very likely to be successful in the 

assessment. 

 

Pointers for the next assignment 

The final part of the module focuses on layout through an exploration of editorial 

design in magazines and books, designing grids, using columns, and handling text 

and images together. It introduces information graphics, publicity and marketing, 

branding and identity, and explores how to design leaflets, flyers and posters. 
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